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Apple’s March Event Reflects Increased Customer Responsiveness
by  Adam C. Engst

Apple’s special event today was advertised with the cryptic phrase “Let us loop you in,” which many 
people interpreted as being related to the Apple Watch. New Apple Watch bands did make an 
appearance, but I’d argue that the catchphrase should more be seen as trying to position Apple as working 
for customers as never before. Let me explain.

Events like this have long been used to share statistics that put Apple in a positive light, but this time 
Tim Cook chose to focus instead on customer privacy, the environment, and health, rather than on sales 
or earnings. After reiterating the basics of Apple’s 
dispute with the FBI over protecting customer 
privacy, he introduced Lisa Jackson, Apple’s Vice 
President of Environment, Social Policy, and 
Social Initiatives, to talk about Apple’s goals 
with regard to the environment, where the 
company fell slightly short of its 2-year goal of 
getting 100 percent of its power from renewable 
sources — only 93 percent of the company’s 
power comes from such sources now. 
Nevertheless, Apple is 100 percent renewable in 
China, thanks to a 40 megawatt solar farm surrounded by yaks in Sichuan Province, and in Singapore, 
thanks to rooftop solar on more than 800 buildings. Plus, all of Apple’s data centers run on clean sources 
of energy.

Jackson also reported on Apple’s 
commitment to reuse and recycling, 
introducing a robotic system called “Liam” that 
deconstructs iPhones into their component 
parts, which can then be far more easily 
stripped of their recyclable materials. And she 
plugged the Apple Renew program, which 
enables customers to recycle Apple devices at 
any Apple retail store or by requesting a mailer 
online.

Next up was Apple COO Jeff Williams, who talked about the success of the open source ResearchKit 
framework that has enabled numerous research institutions to create apps for medical data collection. 
ResearchKit-based apps will now be able to incorporate genetic data thanks to a new module from the 
23andMe genetic reporting company, along with modules for exam room medical tests.

Also new from Apple is CareKit, another open-source framework due in April 2016 that’s aimed at 
helping developers create apps that enable users to manage their own medical conditions. CareKit 
stemmed from observations of users with ResearchKit apps who started modifying their behavior based 
on the data reported by the apps. Developers are already incorporating CareKit modules into apps for 
Parkinson’s patients, post-surgery care and monitoring, home health monitoring, diabetes management, 
mental health, and maternal health. Williams was careful to note that privacy was key — CareKit apps 
will always let the user decide with whom to share data.
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SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, April 9, 2016, in the Fire Station 18’s 
meeting room at: 6830 Hadler View (a map is 
located at the end of this NL). The meeting will be 
divided in to two parts.

The First part starting at 10:00 will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices. Starting at 11:00 we will focus on 
Apple’s Preview.

All are invited, but new users are especially 
encouraged to attend this free meeting. Bring your 
tips and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.

RATES 
Per inch   $10
Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert                  $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that 
run two or more months, except for 

inserts.

Sponsor ing Membersh ips a re a l so 
available to merchants who want to see 
their business name and address listed on 
the front page. Sponsoring Memberships 
are $100 for one year.

MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the FIRST 
Tuesday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows:

April 11, 2016
May 9, 2016

June 13, 2016
July 11, 2016

August 8, 2016
September 12, 2016
October 10, 2016

November 7, 2016*
December 12, 2016

*Meeting changed to the first week of Nov.
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You can find the previous issues of the 
Silicon Summit posted in PDF format at 
the SMMUG website.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG

April 11, 2016
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00     Apple Privacy and Security by Jeff and 
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May 9: Bob Levitus “Working Smarter”
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Announcements
Advanced notice
Bob LeVitus, A.K.A “Dr. Mac” has agreed to come and be the guest speaker for our May general meeting. Be sure to set your calendars and invite 
anyone that you know (present or past SMMUG members, iOS or Mac using friends/non-members, etc.) to the meeting so we have a full house for 
his presentation!

April Presentation: Privacy and Security
Both iPhone privacy and Mac security are in the news. Come listen to Mark Pimentel and Jeff Jensen show you what is happening, how it might 
affect you, and what you can do about it.

Door Prizes For The April Meeting:
A shredder
iTunes cards
iPhone cases

Club News
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Why lead with these announcements? In the FBI case, the government has been trying to paint a picture of Apple as an unfeeling corporate 

monster so concerned with business that it’s unwilling to help fight terrorism and crime. Apple’s focus on the environment and on helping with 
both medical research and everyday health issues presents a different image of the company, one that cares deeply about the future of the planet and 
the health and well-being of its inhabitants. And by raising the issue of medical data, Apple emphasizes how it’s trying to protect privacy, potentially 
even against government intrusion. In the battle for public opinion, Apple needs to be seen as more than just a profit machine.

Even the event’s more traditional announcements supported the idea that Apple is becoming more responsive to customer wants and needs. 
Apple Watch bands did make an appearance, with new colors for the sport and leather bands, a new “space black” Milanese Loop band, and a new 
line of $49 woven nylon bands that have a four-layer construction and use traditional buckle and tang fasteners — they come in seven colors. Minor 
changes, to be sure, but evidence of Apple acknowledging personal preference. According to the company, about 30 percent of Apple Watch owners 
change bands regularly.

The acknowledgement that one size does not fit all, a notable change from the Steve Jobs era at Apple, was even more strongly bolstered by the 
release of the 4-inch iPhone SE and 9.7-inch iPad Pro. You can read more about them in “Apple Shrinks iPhone and iPad for Latest Releases” 
(21 March 2016), but it’s notable to see Apple finally releasing fully capable new products that bring back popular form factors, rather than relying 
on older models. The iPhone SE combines iPhone 6s specs with the iPhone 5s industrial design. And Apple, in the person of Vice President of iOS, 

iPad, and iPhone Product Marketing Greg “Joz” Joswiak, said clearly that the first reason was that “some people 💜 smaller phones.” It also didn’t 
hurt that a significant percentage of the people who prefer smaller iPhones are first-time buyers, particularly in China, which says that smaller, 
cheaper iPhones are an easier intro to the iPhone world. With 30 million 4-inch iPhones sold in 2015, adding the no-compromise iPhone SE to the 
lineup makes a lot of sense.

The 9.7-inch iPad Pro seems to have the same design impetus — Apple’s Phil Schiller, Senior Vice President of Worldwide Marketing, didn’t 
share any sales numbers for the 12.9-inch iPad Pro, but he did say that Apple wanted to bring the iPad Pro’s specs and capabilities to the most 
popular iPad form factor — Apple has sold over 200 million 9.7-inch iPads so far. Again, additional support for the decision came from the 
surprising fact that the majority of people who buy an iPad Pro are coming from the Windows world, where there are reportedly 600 million PCs in 
use that are over 5 years old. Ignoring the fact that people are probably hanging on to such old PCs because they don’t want to spend the money on 
new hardware, it’s still smart of Apple to offer more choice for switchers.

I won’t go so far as to say that these announcements show a major change of heart at Apple, but I do believe they’re evidence of an evolution in 
thinking at the company. I’d suggest that Apple is realizing that, as the customer base has grown, there are very large numbers of people with 
legitimate needs and opinions not being met by the company’s product mix, and Apple can do more to serve them. Simultaneously, Apple 
understands that as successful as it is, going up against the U.S. government is risky, and it will need all the public support it can get. Combine all 
that, and hopefully we’ll get an Apple that’s always trying to become better at listening and more open to producing products that meet everyone’s 
needs.

http://www.apple.com/shop/watch/bands
http://www.apple.com/shop/watch/bands
http://tidbits.com/article/16352
http://tidbits.com/article/16352
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS

For The March 2016 Meeting
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iPhone & iPad 
Apple Shrinks iPhone and iPad for Latest Releases

by Josh Centers
At its March event today, Apple made a couple of small announcements: the 4-inch iPhone SE and the 9.7-inch iPad Pro. You’ll be able to 

pre-order both on 24 March 2016, and they’ll ship on 31 March 2016. Apple also announced some new accessories: a smaller Smart Keyboard 
cover for the new iPad Pro, a Lightning to USB 3 Camera Adapter, and a new Lightning to USB-C Cable that can connect to the MacBook’s 29W 
USB-C Power Adapter for faster charging.

iPhone SE -- For all of you who missed the smaller phones in Apple’s lineup, rejoice! The 4-inch 
iPhone SE packs nearly all of the power of the iPhone 6s in a smaller form factor, with a few surprises 
thrown in.

In terms of specs, the iPhone SE uses the iPhone 5s form factor, measuring 2.31 inches (58.6 mm) 
wide, 4.87 inches (123.8 mm) long, and 0.30 inches (7.6 mm) thick, and weighs 3.99 ounces (113 
grams), but includes the same A9 processor and M9 motion coprocessor as the iPhone 6s. The iPhone 
SE’s 4-inch Retina screen offers 1136-by-640 resolution at 326 pixels per inch — the same pixel 
density as the iPhone 6s. We anticipate that iPhone 5 cases should work with the iPhone SE.

The iPhone SE’s rear camera captures 12 megapixel still images, 4K video, and Live Photos, and 
features the dual-LED True Tone flash. However, its front-facing camera isn’t as sharp as the one on the 
iPhone 6s, capturing only 1.2-megapixel photos with an f/2.4 aperture, as opposed to the iPhone 6s’s 
5-megapixel front-facing camera with an f/2.2 aperture.

The iPhone SE lacks two marquee features of the iPhone 6s: 3D Touch and the Taptic Engine. It also has slower wireless speeds than the iPhone 
6s: 19 LTE bands, 150 Mbps throughput over LTE, and 433 Mbps over Wi-Fi, as compared to the 23 LTE bands, 300 Mbps over LTE, and 866 
Mbps over Wi-Fi that the iPhone 6s supports.

The iPhone SE will start at $399 off contract for the 16 GB model. With a contract, the phone will be free, or $17 per month (for 24 months) if 
you choose a carrier installment plan. There is also a 64 GB model, which will cost $499 off contract. It will be available in four colors: silver, gold, 
space gray, and rose gold.

9.7-inch iPad Pro -- Apple also unveiled a smaller model of the iPad Pro: a 9.7-inch model 
that actually includes a few fancier specs than its larger sibling.

The smaller iPad Pro features the same A9X chip as the larger iPad Pro, as well as the same 
features, but it comes in a smaller size, measuring 6.6 inches (169.5 mm) wide, 9.4 inches (240 
mm) long, and 0.24 inches (6.1 mm) thick. Unlike the larger iPad Pro, the 9.7-inch model 
weighs in at a little under 1 pound (437 grams for the Wi-Fi only model and 444 grams for the 
Wi-Fi + Cellular model). Those are the exact measurements of the iPad Air 2, so iPad Air cases 
should work fine.

The 9.7-inch iPad Pro features a 2048-by-1536 resolution display at 264 pixels per inch (the 
same pixel density as the 12.9-inch iPad Pro). However, it features some improvements over the larger iPad Pro: the capability to display a wider 
color gamut and a new technology Apple is calling a “True Tone display,” which uses ambient light sensors to make onscreen colors match your 
surroundings. If you’re in warm light, the white balance on the screen will adjust to become warmer, and vice versa.

The smaller iPad Pro also improves upon the original’s camera, with a 12-megapixel rear-facing camera (as opposed to 8 megapixels) with a f/2.2 
aperture (compared to f/2.4). Like the iPhone 6s, but not the larger iPad Pro, the 9.7-inch iPad Pro can capture Live Photos and has a dual-LED 
True Tone flash. It can also take 4K video, while the larger iPad Pro is stuck at 1080p. The front-facing camera has also been improved, with a 
5-megapixel sensor and Retina Flash, which uses the screen to simulate a flash. The 12.9-inch iPad Pro has only a 1.2 megapixel front camera, 
without Retina Flash.

Other than screen size (along with reports that the USB speed through its Lightning port is at USB 2 level, not the USB 3 level of the larger 
model), the 9.7-inch iPad Pro appears to be superior to the 12.9-inch model. Unlike the larger model, it even supports “Hey Siri” hands-free Siri 
activation. And it starts at a lower price: $599 for the 32 GB model. A 128 GB model will cost $749, and, in an iOS first, there will be a 256 GB 
model for $899. The iPad Air 2 drops to $399 for the 16 GB model, and the old iPad mini 2 is now just $269. Oddly, the iPad mini 4 is now 

http://www.apple.com/iphone-se/
http://www.apple.com/iphone-se/
http://www.apple.com/iphone-se/specs/
http://www.apple.com/iphone-se/specs/
http://www.apple.com/ipad-pro/
http://www.apple.com/ipad-pro/
http://www.apple.com/ipad-pro/specs/
http://www.apple.com/ipad-pro/specs/
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priced the same as the iPad Air 2, which feels wrong. Apple also added a new 256 GB 12.9-inch iPad Pro, which costs $1,229. The 9.7-inch iPad 
Pro will come in four colors: silver, gold, space gray, and rose gold.

The smaller iPad Pro will of course be compatible with the $99 Apple Pencil, and Apple is offering a matching Smart Keyboard for $149. Official 
cases will also be available, in polyurethane for $49 or silicone for $69.

New iOS Accessories -- Apple also announced a few Lightning accessories aimed at the iPad Pro line, which should be compatible with all 
Lightning-equipped iOS devices.

The most exciting accessory is the $39 Lightning to USB 3 Camera Adapter, which adds a standard USB port to your device. While this dongle 
is ostensibly for syncing cameras to your iPad, Apple confirmed that it can also be used to connect USB peripherals like Ethernet adapters, audio 
interfaces, card readers, and USB microphones. Unlike the existing Lighting to USB Camera Adapter, the new one features a Lightning passthrough 
so you can charge your device while an accessory is connected. Seems like a big win to us.

Also available is a new Lightning to USB-C cable, which retails for $35. Now you can connect your iOS devices directly to a 12-inch MacBook, 
or use the MacBook’s 29-watt USB-C Power Adapter to speed up charging of the 12.9-inch iPad Pro.

One Size Doesn’t Fit All -- While it’s easy to see the iPhone SE and 9.7-inch iPad Pro as minor releases that don’t advance the state of the iOS 
device world, that’s missing the point. While many people love the larger screens of the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus form factors, many others have been 
unhappy with the overall physical size of those devices, and didn’t want to put up with an underpowered iPhone 5s just to have a smaller iPhone. 
The iPhone SE is Apple listening to its customers. The same is true for the 9.7-inch iPad Pro, which builds in most of the features of the 12.9-inch 
iPad Pro without forcing people to interact with a device they felt was too large.

No one is suggesting that Apple should turn scattershot and start releasing new form factors willy-nilly, but it’s great to see the company 
acknowledging that people — and their needs — come in many different sizes.

iOS 9.3 Works the Night Shift, Protects Notes, and More
by TidBITS Staff 

Apple has released iOS 9.3 with some exciting new features, such as Night Shift (which adjusts color temperature based on the time of day), 
Touch ID and password protection for Notes, Wi-Fi calling for Verizon users, new education features for the iPad, and new 3D Touch actions for 
devices that support them.

iOS 9.3 is probably most easily installed directly on the device via Settings > General > Software Update, although it should also work fine if 
installed via iTunes. Regardless, always make sure a backup has completed before updating.

First, a word of warning: for two TidBITS staffers using the iPhone 6 and updating over the air, the update appeared to hang on the iCloud 
password screen of the setup assistant, but eventually recovered after being left alone for a few minutes. The problem isn’t universal, but other users 
have reported similar behavior.

Wi-Fi Calling for Verizon -- If you’re a Verizon customer with poor cellular coverage at home, 
you’ll want to install iOS 9.3 right away, since it enables Wi-Fi calling, which routes your voice calls 
over your Wi-Fi router instead of your cellular connection (see “Turn on Wi-Fi Calling in iOS 9,” 
28 October 2015). That can improve the sound quality of voice calls, particularly if you have dodgy 
cell service. To do so, go to Settings > Phone > Wi-Fi Calling, and enable Wi-Fi Calling on This 
Phone. You then have to enter your address for Verizon’s 911 records.

  Night Shift -- The marquee feature of iOS 9.3 for all 
users is Night Shift, which is essentially a clone of the 
venerable f.lux app for desktop computers. What Night 
Shift (and f.lux) does is adjust the color temperature of 
your screen throughout the day, reducing the amount of 
blue light emitted at night to help you sleep better. As 
Apple explains, “Many studies have shown that 
exposure to bright blue light in the evening can affect your circadian rhythms and make it harder to fall 
asleep.” This is a real problem.
  To enable Night Shift, tap the new button in Control Center, or go to Settings > Display & 
Brightness > Night Shift. There, you can enable Night Shift manually by turning on Manually Enable 
Until Tomorrow. You can also schedule Night Shift to turn on and off at set times, even at sunset and 
sunrise. Although Night Shift can make the screen look a little strange, it’s worth trying if you use your 
device at night a lot. Happily, screenshots made with Night Shift enabled don’t reflect the warmer color 
temperature.
  Notes -- Another useful addition is the option to protect the Notes app with a password or Touch ID. 
To do so, go to Settings > Notes > Password. Enter and verify your password, enter a password hint if 

http://www.apple.com/shop/product/MK0W2/lightning-to-usb-3-camera-adapter
http://www.apple.com/shop/product/MK0W2/lightning-to-usb-3-camera-adapter
http://www.apple.com/shop/product/MKQ42AM/A/lightning-to-usb-c-cable-2-m
http://www.apple.com/shop/product/MKQ42AM/A/lightning-to-usb-c-cable-2-m
https://www.apple.com/ios/updates/
https://www.apple.com/ios/updates/
http://tidbits.com/article/16010
http://tidbits.com/article/16010
https://justgetflux.com/
https://justgetflux.com/
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you like, and enable Touch ID if your device supports it (if it’s not already enabled).

 To lock a note, tap the increasingly 
overloaded Share button, and then Lock 
Note. You then either have to enter your 
Notes password or scan your fingerprint 
with Touch ID. After a lock is added, 
you can still read the notes until a reboot 
or until you tap the Lock Now label at 
the bottom of the notes list. Locked notes 
display a closed lock icon. To view a 
locked note, tap it, tap View Note, and 
then either scan your fingerprint or enter 
your password, which unlocks all locked 
notes.
  Notes also provides new sorting options, 
a gesture and a button for creating a new 
sketch, a checklist button at the bottom of each note so you can more easily create lists, and the 

capability to display images and attachments in notes as thumbnails. There’s 
also a new setting in Settings > Notes, Save Media to Photos, which 
automatically saves photos and videos taken in the Notes app to the Photos 
app.
  More Apps -- Although the Notes app sees the most changes in iOS 9.3, 
plenty of other apps received some love too:
• News: Apple’s News app has an improved For You section, with better 
tailoring, as well as a new Top Stories feature. Additionally, you can play videos

from your feed without opening the article. The Explore section 
has a new Editor’s Picks section. Happily, News on the iPhone 
now supports landscape orientation, you can adjust text size in 
articles, and your feed should update much faster. You can also 
now swipe on articles to share, save, and see other options.
• Health: It’s still one of Apple’s weakest interface efforts, but the 
Health app received a bit of work. Some items under Health Data, 
like Sleep, Weight, and Workouts, now suggest third-party apps 

that can help you track that data. Health also displays your Apple Watch Activity 
data, which can be shared with other apps. Finally, iOS 9.3 includes some 3D 
Touch actions for Health.
• iBooks: PDF users, rejoice! iBooks can now store your PDFs in 
iCloud for sharing across devices. To enable the feature in iOS, just tap 
Use iCloud when prompted on first launch; to sync with OS X, see the 
instructions in “OS X 10.11.4 Improves Notes, iBooks, and Live 
Photo Support” (21 March 2016). Additionally, it offers better 
support for reading manga, Apple Pencil support for highlighting, and 
the long-awaited capabilities to re-download purchased audiobooks 
from the iBooks Store and to share audiobooks via Family Sharing.
• Podcasts: If you watch video podcasts in the built-in Podcasts app, 
you’ll be happy to know that fullscreen video is finally back on the 

http://tidbits.com/article/16341
http://tidbits.com/article/16341
http://tidbits.com/article/16341
http://tidbits.com/article/16341
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iPad! This, by the way, also applies to music videos in Music.

• Music: Other improvements in Music enable you to add songs from Apple’s music catalog to playlists without having to add 
them to your library, tap the name of the song in Now Playing to go to the album from which it belongs, and, for Beats 1 fans, 
see what’s playing from the Radio tab without having to tune in to the stream.

• Wallet: iOS 9.3’s update brings improvements to reward cards: you can now sign up for reward cards at the cash register with 
Wallet, and you can now view cards related to other cards in Wallet.

• Maps: Those who live in locations for which Maps offers public transit information can now see, with a tap, highlighted views 
of destinations and stops for a specific transit line, and the app displays whether there are multiple transit lines available when it 
suggests routes.
Other Improvements -- Importantly, proper two-factor authentication is reportedly now available for all iCloud accounts, though we’re still 

figuring out if that’s true and how it works.
Live Photos become more usable and shareable in iOS 9.3: you can share these mini-moving pictures to OS X via AirDrop and Messages, and 

you can extract a still image from a Live Photo via the Duplicate command.
For the handful of people who can take advantage of CarPlay, iOS 9.3 offers a few new features: Apple Music’s For You pane in Music and a new 

Nearby feature in Maps to point out gas stations, parking lots, restaurants, and more. Audio sound levels in CarPlay are now equalized when you 
switch between audio sources, and Siri in CarPlay now reads back messages more concisely. For more on CarPlay, see “CarPlay Offers Limited, 
Glitchy iPhone/Auto Integration” (18 January 2016).

Finally, individual user profiles are available on the iPad — but only for 
educational institutions. Sadly, while most of us may never see these options, 
Apple has added some great features for educators, such as new administration 
tools, managed Apple IDs, and a Classroom app to help teachers manage their 
classes. Teachers can use Classroom to view students’ screens, launch and lock 
apps, use AirPlay to send student screens to an Apple TV, and reset passwords. 
These are all great features, and some would be nice to have outside the 
educational world as well, but we’re skeptical that they’re sufficient to woo 
budget-driven schools away from cheap Chromebooks.

iOS 9.3 also includes a number of security fixes, most notably for a 
vulnerability discovered by Johns Hopkins University researchers that could 
let attackers intercept photos and videos sent via iMessage.

It’s surprising that Apple is adding new features this late in iOS 9’s product cycle. Usually, Apple adds notable features to iOS only once per year, 
in a major release in September or October. Perhaps iOS 9.3 marks a change in how Apple is scheduling its software updates, with a longer time 
between significant updates. Or perhaps that’s just wishful thinking for those of us who sometimes feel that our industry hamster wheel is spinning 
out of control!

Apple Reissues iOS 9.3 for Older Devices; Links Remain Problematic
by Josh Centers

Following activation issues with some older iOS devices, Apple has reissued the iOS 9.3 update for them after pulling it temporarily. Affected 
devices include the iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5s, third-generation iPad, fourth-generation iPad, iPad 2 (read on for a separate update 
for the GSM model), iPad mini, iPad mini 2, and the fifth-generation iPod touch.

The issue with iOS 9.3 was that those devices would get stuck at activation if users couldn’t remember their Apple ID usernames and/or 
passwords. If your iOS device is stuck at the activation step, Apple has posted some instructions explaining how to bypass the hangup.

To obtain the new update, issued with build number 13E237, check Settings > General > Software Update or update via iTunes.
Apple has also issued an iOS 9.3 update for GSM-equipped iPad 2 tablets, which resolves a similar activation issue.
However, many users are reporting that tapping Web links in iOS 9.3 is causing hangs and app crashes. The new iOS 9.3 release does not fix this 

issue. One affected TidBITS reader contacted Apple, who informed her that this is an “emerging issue” — meaning that Apple is just now learning 
about it, and probably hasn’t identified the solution yet. Benjamin Mayo of 9to5Mac claims to have traced the issue back to specific third-party 
apps installed on iOS devices, but otherwise, we don’t have much light to shine on the issue.

Given that iOS 9.3 was in beta for much longer than most minor iOS updates, it’s surprising that Apple missed these bugs in the update. 
Regardless, if you follow our advice of storing passwords in a password manager like 1Password or LastPass, you likely missed the activation glitch 
entirely. Unfortunately, the Web-link bug is still a major problem for many iOS users, and all we can do is hope Apple releases a fix soon.

If you haven’t yet updated to iOS 9.3, it’s definitely worth waiting until there’s more movement from Apple.
•

http://tidbits.com/article/16197
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
Apple's Low-Key Product Announcement Event Monday March 21

As I'm sure you heard and saw, Apple held another product announcement event last week at its tiny Town Hall theatre on the Cupertino 
campus. The event was rather low key, but was still notable for a couple of reasons:

1. It was the shortest Apple event in recent memory, ending precisely one hour after it began.
2. It was the last media event to be held on the current Apple campus. Next year's product announcements will take place at Apple’s all-new, 

spaceship-looking headquarters, also in Cupertino not too far from the current HQ.
Speaking of which, at roughly 2.8 million square feet with room for around 13,000 employees, Apple’s new headquarters doesn’t just look like a 

spaceship, it looks like no building you’ve ever seen before. If you haven’t seen it, I implore you to visit your favorite search engine and search for, 
“Apple Spaceship.”

For what it's worth, my favorite ones are the myriad drone videos showing construction progress over time, like these two: 
https://youtu.be/5FqH02gN29o and https://youtu.be/XIS0goqasgk

But I digress. Getting back to last week’s event, Apple introduced two new products—the iPhone SE and the 9.7-inch iPad Pro—along with new 
initiatives for health care and medical research, new nylon Apple Watch bands, a price decrease of $50 on the Apple Watch Sport, plus iOS 9.3.

The new iPhone SE has a 4-inch display and looks, more or less, exactly like an iPhone 5s.But it has almost the same guts as an iPhone 6s, making 
it thoroughly modern (except for lacking0 3D Touch and having a first-generation touch sensor). With prices starting at just $399 for a 16GB 
model, the iPhone SE is the least expensive iPhone available today, and is $150 cheaper than the next model up (the iPhone 6, which starts at $549)).

You don’t need me to tell you that living with a 16GB device can get ugly fast. I understand why Apple offers 16GB iPhones, but I question 
whether a less-expensive iPhone that’s almost full on day 1 provides the optimal iPhone experience. On the other hand, it is an iPhone, and not an 
Android or Windows Phone, so there is, at least, that. Just don’t blame me when your 16GB iPhone starts complaining that it’s about to run out of 
storage space.

Moving right along, the new 9.7-inch iPad Pro looks almost exactly like the current iPad Air 2, but with almost the same guts as the bigger 
12.9-inch iPad Pro. Like the bigger model, the new one supports the Apple Pencil and Smart Keyboard, and includes a four-speaker audio system. 
Prices start at $599 for a 32GB Wi-Fi ($729 for 32GB Wi-Fi + Cellular) model, making it the least expensive iPad Pro by $200.

The new iPhone SE (and 9.7-inch iPad Pro) don’t break much new ground, and though neither one appeals to me—I’m a huge fan of the huge 
screen—I think the iPhone SE will become one of the most popular (if not the most popular) iPhones of all time. And the 9.7-inch iPad is a terrific 
option for those who either think a 12.9-inch iPad is too big or too expensive.

At the end of the day, my favorite thing of all was iOS 9.3’s new Night Shift feature, which reduces bright blue light from your iDevice screen (said 
to affect sleep patterns) by gradually shifting its colors to the warmer end of the spectrum as darkness falls and gradually returning them to normal as 
the sun rises. It’s disabled by default, so tap Settings-->Display & Brightness-->Night Shift if you want to give it a try.

Download my hit single, iTunes Must Die! Absolutely Free!
One more thing before we get to the Apple announcements… My first single—iTunes Must Die!—was rejected by the iTunes Store so I've 

decided to give it away for free. To download your very own copy of this awesome little tune, written, recorded, and produced by yours truly 
(performing as Doctor Mac and his All GarageBand Band) here.

Switch Apps on your iPhone 6s or 6s Plus Without Touching the Home Button!
Do you know how to switch apps on your iPhone 6s or 6s Plus without double-tapping the Home button? Do you want to? If so, click here to 

see how in a thrilling 40-second silent movie I made just for you. 

WTF is The Pomodoro Technique and Why Should I Care?
Are you familiar with The Pomodoro Technique? Well, if you aren’t, you soon will be, because The Pomodoro Technique is one of the most 

powerful tools in the Working Smarter Bag-O-Tricks™ you're building.
According to renowned authority Wikipedia:

The Pomodoro Technique is a time management method developed by Francesco Cirillo in the late 1980s. The technique uses a timer to 
break down work into intervals, traditionally 25 minutes in length, separated by short breaks. These intervals are called pomodoros, the plural 

https://youtu.be/5FqH02gN29o
https://youtu.be/5FqH02gN29o
https://youtu.be/XIS0goqasgk
https://youtu.be/XIS0goqasgk
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http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=8b593856b9&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=52beefcf63&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=52beefcf63&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=52beefcf63&e=97dac8bc8b
http://workingsmarterformacusers.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=f82d40eabcbc7dc8499c11296&id=52beefcf63&e=97dac8bc8b
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in English of the Italian word pomodoro, which means tomato. The method is based on the idea that frequent breaks can improve mental 
agility.

It is supposedly named for the tomato-shaped kitchen timer that Cirillo used as a university student.
Officially, the Pomodoro Technique goes something like this:

1. Decide on a task.
2. Set a timer—any timer—for 25 minutes. < This is a called a "pomodoro," but 25 minutes doesn’t have super-magical powers. And, in 

fact, I often prefer pomodoros of 20 or 30 minutes instead of 25, depending upon my mood and the task at hand. Your mileage may 
vary so try a few different lengths and see what works for you.

3. Work only on the task you chose in step 1 until the timer rings.
If a distraction occurs, quickly jot yourself a note (if necessary) and get back on task immediately.

4. When the timer rings, put a checkmark on a piece of paper, and then either: 
a. If you have fewer than four checkmarks: Take a short break (3–5 minutes).
or
b. If you have four checkmarks, take a longer break (15–30 minutes), and reset the checkmark count to zero

5. Go back to step 1 and repeat the process.
The object of the pomodoro method is to keep you focused on one task long enough to make some real progress but not long enough to burn 

you out. And, if you’re interrupted during a pomodoro, you should either make a quick note and get back to work, or abandon the pomodoro 
(something you should avoid if you want the technique to actually work).

Now, here's why you should care: I have used this technique in various guises for the past decade or more and can assure you that, when 
administered properly, the Pomodoro Method is one of the most powerful productivity tools you're ever going to find.

And now, here's my secret to making it work: When I start a pomodoro, I put my phone, iPad, and Mac on Do Not Disturb. Then, I pretend 
that my ass is glued to the chair. That's how I get over the hardest part of writing: Keeping your ass in the chair. (If, that is, you believe 
Hollywood director Oliver Stone, who said, “The secret to writing a screenplay is keeping your ass in the chair.”) He's right, of course, but the axiom 
applies to every kind of writing, not just screenwriting. And here's Working Smarter Axiom #1 to prove it:

> Working Smarter Axiom #1: If your ass isn’t in the chair,  your fingers aren’t on the keyboard; if your fingers aren’t on the 
keyboard, you’re not writing.

It's that simple.
By the way, if you happen to be a dictator (not that kind — I’m talking about those who prefer talking to their Mac over tapping on its 

keys), merely substitute the words, “lips on the microphone” for the words, “ass in the chair” and you’ll be golden.
You can use any timer you like for your pomodoros including any old, wind-up egg timer. But, if you don't happen to have one of those lying 

around, you can (of course) use your iPhone’s timer app or any one of the myriad pomodoro apps in the Mac App Store.
Speaking of which, I admit to being a pomodoro app junkie, with at least half a dozen of 'em in my Applications folder today:
These are the pomodoro timer apps that showed up in my quick search (I’m sure I have more).
One last thing since you're probably wondering: My main squeeze pomodoro app these days is Zonebox, a $4.99 Mac app that does more than 

just time pomodoros. I love it because it lets me create a list of pomodoros for a whole day (or week, even) all at once and it shows me how much 
time is remaining in two places — the menu bar and the Zonebox window — while I'm working:

This is Zonebox, with its list of variable-length pomodoros, plus two different on-screen time indicators.
You’ll be hearing more about pomodoros and just how effective they can be in upcoming issues and blog posts, but for now I recommend you 

just give the technique a try so you can begin to see how it works. Just pick a task, set a timer, and pretend your ass is glued to the chair until the 
timer buzzes. You’ll be amazed at how productive you become when you put your mind to it (and talk yourself into believing your ass is glued to the 
chair.)

Try it—it works!
Now, before we part ways, there's one more thing I want to mention: I just posted a column about a new $25 stand-up desk made entirely out of 

cardboard. It's at The Mac Observer; you can read here:  Dr. Mac’s Rants & Raves Episode #166 at The Mac Observer. 
When I finished writing the column, I decided  a video would be worth a zillion words,  so I made one, which you can watch here: I 

assembled the $25-dollar Oristand stand-up desk in under 30 seconds!
And, last but not least, I just wrote an editorial about Microsoft support for The Mac Observer, which you can read here  if you're 

interested. I'll tell you one thing: It's the first editorial I've ever started by retelling a hoary old joke... 

Reprinted with Bob LeVitus’ permission. Sign up for the Working Smarter for Mac Users NL to get Bob’s tips delivered directly to your email box.
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watchOS 2.2 Improves Maps, Allows Multiple Watches
by Josh Centers

Apple has released watchOS 2.2 for all models of the Apple Watch, improving the Maps app and allowing multiple watches to be paired with a 
single iPhone. You can find the 120 MB update in the Watch app on your iPhone, in My Watch > General > Software Update. To update, the 
Apple Watch needs to be in range of your iPhone, connected to its charger, and charged to at least 50 percent. The entire process could take 30–45 
minutes all told, so make sure you have time.

The most notable change is the Maps app, which has been 
redesigned to more closely resemble the Google Maps app. 
Now, instead of just displaying a map with your current 
location, it offers quick shortcuts to Home, Work, Search, 
and Nearby locations. This should make it a bit more useful 
on the Apple Watch.

Another new feature is that with watchOS 2.2 and iOS 9.3, 
you can now pair more than one Apple Watch to an iPhone. 
Switching between watches is automatic — simply unlock 
and raise one to activate it with your iPhone. It’s hard to 
imagine too many people needing this feature, but hey, when 
you have to choose between your yellow gold and rose gold Apple Watch Editions to match your outfit…

The watchOS 2.2 update also includes 18 security updates.

ExtraBITS
Justice Department Withdrawing from Apple Case -- The New York Times is reporting that the outside party engaged to unlock the San Bernardino 
terrorist’s iPhone has been successful, and the Department of Justice is withdrawing from its legal action against Apple. It’s unclear what, if any, useful data 
was found, or if the FBI will publicize the contents of the iPhone or share with Apple how the information was accessed. We wonder how much money 
the misguided case cost Apple, but there’s no question that the company’s principled defense also generated some significant loyalty.

AceDeceiver: First iOS Trojan Exploits Apple’s FairPlay DRM -- Security firm Palo Alto Networks has discovered a new family of iOS malware that 
can infect non-jailbroken devices. Called “AceDeceiver,” this is not something for most Mac users with iOS devices to worry about now, since the exploit 
relies on a separately infected Windows machine (and it displayed malicious behavior only when the user was located in China). The attack vector is novel 
in that it relies on flaws in Apple’s FairPlay digital rights management code and malware that masquerades as iTunes to install apps without the user’s 
knowledge. Although Apple’s code review failed to catch the malware initially, the company has now removed AceDeceiver from the App Store.

Game Center Still Broken after Six Months of iOS 9 -- Writer Craig Grannell points out how Game Center has been broken since the release of iOS 
9. That might seem minor, since Game Center isn’t an especially popular app, but many multiplayer turn-based games depend on Game Center to 
function, so many of them now work inconsistently. Unfortunately, this is more evidence of the decline in Apple’s software quality.

John Oliver Explains the Battle Over Encryption -- Are you struggling to understand the battle between Apple and the FBI over iPhone encryption? 
Or perhaps you’re having trouble explaining it to a non-technical friend? In this 18-minute video, HBO’s John Oliver lays out the entire case, explaining 
the details and what’s at stake. Impressively, the piece gets everything right at a technical level and even captures the nuance in the positions of both sides. 
It’s also pretty funny, but be aware that Oliver uses some strong language (this is HBO, after all). Don’t miss the fake Apple commercial at the end!

“Typosquatters” Targeting Mac Users -- Threatpost reports that so-called “typosquatters” — groups who buy domain names similar to famous ones 
for nefarious purposes — have been attempting to trick Mac users into installing malware disguised as an Adobe Flash update. In our testing, none of the 
“.om” domains Threatpost mentions attempted to do this, but regardless, never install software updates from unknown sites, and even if it’s a known 
site, check the URL first to ensure that it’s authentic! Even better, don’t install Adobe Flash at all; if you have to use Flash, use the automatically updated 
copy built into the Google Chrome Web browser.

Apple Watch
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OS X 10.11.4 Improves Notes, iBooks, and Live Photo Support
by Adam C. Engst and Josh Centers 

Apple has released OS X El Capitan 10.11.4, with the main new features being improvements to Notes, including password-protected data, note 
sorting, and import from Evernote and text files. The update also enables iBooks to store PDFs in iCloud for sharing between devices and makes it 
possible to share Live Photos between iOS and OS X via AirDrop and Messages. You can install the 1.44 GB update via Software Update, and we 
expect standalone downloads will appear soon on Apple’s Support Downloads page.

As in iOS 9.3 (see “iOS 9.3 Works the Night Shift, Protects Notes, and 
More,” 21 March 2016), you can now protect notes in the Notes app. To do 
so, first choose Notes > Set Password. You’re prompted to enter and verify a 
password and password hint. Then, to lock a note, open or select a note and 
choose File > Lock Note. Keep in mind that if you set a password for a note, 
you can’t view that note in iOS unless that device is running iOS 9.3 or later.

After you set a Notes password, that password will be used for all notes you 
protect with a password. There are also a few new commands that appear 
under the Notes menu:

Change Password: As you’d expect, this changes the password for all 
protected notes.

Reset Password: If you forget your password, this command changes the 
password for all new notes going forward, but the password for 
already-protected notes remains the same.

Close All Locked Notes: This locks protected notes, prompting you to enter the password if you try to view them. They’re also locked when you 
quit Notes, of course.

You can now import files into Notes, under File > Import Notes. You can import plain text and rich text documents, including folders of such 
documents, as well as exported notes from Evernote.

To sync PDFs in iBooks via iCloud, 
make sure iCloud Drive is enabled in 
System Preferences > iCloud, click 
Options next to iCloud Drive, and 
make sure iBooks is selected. Then, in 
iBooks, click Use iCloud in the dialog 
that appears. If the books don’t appear, 
click the Sort By pop-up menu in the 
main iBooks window and choose Show 
iCloud Books. In iOS 9.3, just tap Use 
iCloud when prompted on your first 
launch of iBooks; presumably you can 
disable it in Settings > iCloud > iCloud 
Drive.

OS X 10.11.4 also improves support 
for Live Photos captured with the 
iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus. 
Previously, AirDrop and Messages for 
Mac stripped out the videos from Live 
Photos, but no longer. In Messages, Live Photos are denoted with concentric circles in the upper left of the image attachment. Click the photo to 
open it in a separate window, and then click the Live Photo button to play the embedded video.

The 10.11.4 update also fixes a number of bugs including problems with:
Performance when opening raw images in Photos

Macs & Mac OS X
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Twitter’s t.co URLs failing to load in Safari
JavaScript dialogs blocking access to other Web pages in Safari
Apple Mail’s VIP mailbox not working with Gmail
USB audio devices disconnecting
Compatibility and reliability of the Apple USB-C Multiport Adapter
Also addressed are a handful of enterprise-related issues, such as:
A black screen after logging in as the root user
Problems clicking the Allow or Always Allow buttons in Keychain Access while using screen sharing
A problem with Migration Assistant failing to open when automatic login was disabled via a configuration profile
A bug that prevented Mail from showing the date and time of certain Microsoft Exchange calendar events
Compatibility with the Cisco AnyConnect VPN client
Improved reliability when connecting to a Personal Hotspot via Wi-Fi
OS X 10.11.4 bundles in 38 security fixes, including one for a vulnerability in Messages discovered by Johns Hopkins security researchers that 

warranted coverage in The Washington Post today.
As always, we don’t recommend you jump on this update right away, as we’re doing, because it’s worth waiting for earlier adopters to see if there 

are any concerns. But don’t wait more than a week or two, since it includes important security fixes that everyone should have to improve the herd 
immunity of the Mac ecosystem. We’ll let you know if there’s a reason to hold off further.

Make Sure You’re Getting OS X Security Data
by Adam C. Engst 

A few weeks ago, Josh Centers wrote about an update to OS X 10.11 El Capitan’s System Integrity Protection that broke Ethernet for many Mac 
users briefly, before Apple pushed out a second update to resolve the problem (see “El Capitan System Integrity Protection Update Breaks 
Ethernet,” 29 February 2016). Josh’s article confused me for a bit, because the problem revolved around El Capitan’s Incompatible Kernel 
Extension Configuration Data file, but I could find no evidence of it being installed on either my iMac or MacBook Air.

Discussion in the comments on that 
article and on TidBITS Talk revealed 
the answer: I had not selected the 
“Install system data files and security 
updates” checkbox in the App Store 
pane of System Preferences.

(No time to read more of this article 
right now? Just make sure that 
checkbox is selected and get on with 
your life. We now return the rest of you 
to the regularly scheduled explanation 
of what’s going on.)

Why had I avoided such an 
important-sounding checkbox? Because 
Apple messed up the interface here in a big way. The top enclosing checkbox is clear: “Automatically check for updates.” Everyone should have that 
checked. The next one isn’t as simple: “Download newly available updates in the background.” That’s fine in most cases, but if you give 
network-connected presentations or are in bandwidth-constrained situations where Internet use without your knowledge might be problematic, turn 
it off. However, note what the interface says next: “You will be notified when the updates are ready to be installed.” Great! That’s exactly what I want 
to have happen — updates will be downloaded in the background and then I’ll be notified and get to choose when to install.

It would seem that the next three checkboxes are related, but that’s where Apple messed up. The next two — “Install app updates” and “Install OS 
X updates” — sound like “Install system data files and security updates,” but they work differently. When selected, those first two checkboxes tell the 
App Store app to install app and OS X updates automatically; if you leave them empty, you’re instead notified of updates and given the opportunity 
install to them manually at a convenient time.

In contrast, if you fail to select “Install system data files and security updates,” you won’t be notified of these critical background security-related 
updates. These are not the same as Apple’s foreground updates with names like “Security Update 2016-002” — they fall into the “OS X updates” 
category.

So what are they? TidBITS Talk member Al Varnell, who works in the security community, shared what he knows in the discussions there, but 
warns that the information is incomplete because Apple has avoided documenting these systems due to the security implications. These critical 
background updates include at least the following:

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT206167
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT206167
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/johns-hopkins-researchers-discovered-encryption-flaw-in-apples-imessage/2016/03/20/a323f9a0-eca7-11e5-a6f3-21ccdbc5f74e_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/johns-hopkins-researchers-discovered-encryption-flaw-in-apples-imessage/2016/03/20/a323f9a0-eca7-11e5-a6f3-21ccdbc5f74e_story.html
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
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• Core Suggestions Configuration Data
• CoreLSKD Configuration Data
• Gatekeeper Configuration Data
• Incompatible Kernel Extension Configuration Data
• MRT Configuration Data
• XProtectPlistConfigData

I assume some of these files contain information used by security processes, as outlined in this Apple support article. Gatekeeper enables OS X to 
avoid opening applications that aren’t signed. MRT likely stands for “Malware Removal Tool” since it appeared around the time of the 
MacDefender malware (see “Apple Responds to Increasingly Serious MacDefender Situation,” 25 May 2011) — Apple’s Security Update 
2011-003 could detect and remove MacDefender. And XProtect is part of OS X’s File Quarantine feature, which scans downloaded files for 
malware and blocks Web plug-ins with known vulnerabilities like Flash and Java. Incompatible Kernel Extension Configuration Data helps OS X 
disable old kernel extensions that may cause crashes, but it’s unclear what Core Suggestions Configuration Data and CoreLSKD Configuration 
Data contain. (You might also see Chinese Word List Update; I presume that’s not security-related.)

Apple needs to push out updates to these files based on new threats — if Apple’s engineers become aware of a new piece of malware, OS X’s 
security systems need to know about it as soon as possible to protect Mac users around the world. Disabling the “Install system data files and security 
updates” checkbox is, frankly, a terrible idea — it’s not installing code, and barring a mistake like Apple made in accidentally adding the Ethernet 
kernel extension to the Incompatible Kernel Extension Configuration Data file, it’s unlikely that allowing this security-related data to be updated 
could cause many problems.

So if you’ve deselected “Install system data 
files and security updates,” turn it back on 
and wait a day or two for Software Update to 
notice and update everything.

If you don’t want to wait, select that 
checkbox and then issue this command in 
Terminal.

sudo softwareupdate --background-critical 
To verify that the updates have taken 

place, look in the Software > Installations 
category in System Information (as explained 
in “El Capitan System Integrity Protection 
Update Breaks Ethernet”) — click the Date 
Installed column header twice to sort 
with the newest installations at the top.

For those who are constitutionally 
opposed to automatic updates, this is 
how you can get these critical 
background updates manually; enable 
the checkbox, run the softwareupdate 
command above, verify that the 
updates have taken place, and then 
deselect the checkbox again.

Apple should clarify the importance 
of this checkbox by rewording it to 
something like “Install critical 
anti-malware definitions and system 
data.” Having it selected is presumably 
already the default, but wording like 
that should prevent people like me 
from disabling it. Plus, if that checkbox 
is not selected, Software Update should 
notify the user about each individual 
update, just like any other OS X update.

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201940
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201940
http://tidbits.com/article/12199
http://tidbits.com/article/12199
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202225
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202225
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202225
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202225
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
http://tidbits.com/article/16296
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Quick Look
by Adam C. Engst  and Josh Centers 

OS X is full of useful little features that are easy to miss or forget about, such as services, which we covered in “OS X Hidden Treasures: Services” 
(5 February 2016). Another easily overlooked feature in OS X is Quick Look, introduced in Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard back in 2009.

Quick Look offers a fast preview of what’s inside a file, most notably in the Finder and third-party file transfer apps. It works with many common 
file types, such as text files, images, audio, video, PDFs, Microsoft Office files, and even fonts (here’s a larger list of supported file types).

We’ll explain how to use Quick Look, in which apps you can use it, and how to use it from the command line (which is also helpful for 
troubleshooting). Then we’ll share some of our favorite Quick Look plug-ins to extend Quick Look’s capabilities and make it even more useful.

(One quick internal note. If you’re reading this on our Web site, click any 
image to zoom it to a better size; click it again to shrink it down. It’s not Quick 
Look, but it’s not far off, and some reader comments have indicated that people 
don’t realize this is how our site works.)

Basic Quick Look Usage -- To invoke Quick Look in the Finder, select a file 
and choose File > Quick Look “filename” 
(Command-Y). Better yet, just click a file 
and press the Space bar. The screenshot 
below shows Quick Look displaying a picture of an 
Apple Watch Edition.
  With Quick Look open, you can click Open with 
App to open the file in its default app. You can also 
click the Share button in the upper right to send the 
file to another app or service without fully opening it. 
If the file you’re previewing with Quick Look has 
multiple pages, you’ll see thumbnails on the right that 
you can scroll through using your mouse or trackpad, 
or by using the Page Up/Page Down keys (on 

a laptop, use Fn-Up Arrow and Fn-Down Arrow). Although Quick Look 
windows generally open to a useful size, you can resize the window by dragging any 
edge. To close Quick Look, press the Space bar or Command-Y again, press 
Escape, or click the window’s close button in the upper left.

If you select multiple files before invoking Quick Look, you can use the Left and 
Right arrow keys to cycle through your selections; there are also forward and back 
buttons that appear in the top left of the Quick Look window. Next to those 
buttons is a thumbnail button that displays the selected files in a grid of thumbnails. 
Click any thumbnail to focus on just that item.

You can also use Quick Look to scan through the contents of a folder. While 
Quick Look is open, use the arrow keys to display other files in the same folder — 
how you navigate among the files depends on the Finder window’s view. Using 
Quick Look and the Up and Down arrow keys can be a great way to browse 
pictures in a folder in List view. You can continue to interact with the Finder while 
using Quick Look, which means you can delete an unwanted file by pressing 
Command-Delete while previewing it.

One interesting use of this capability is that you can use Quick Look to examine files in the Trash, which can’t otherwise be opened while they 
remain in the Trash. So if you want to recover a particular image among a bunch that you’ve trashed, Quick Look is a fast way to figure out which 
one to pull out. Similarly, you can use Quick Look within Time Machine to preview file versions before restoring them.

Certain file types offer special controls. If you open an image that’s larger than the Quick Look window, press the Option key to expand the image 
to its original size and use the mouse to pan around in the expanded image. Plus, when using Quick Look to preview video and audio files, you see 
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mute and play/pause buttons, along with a scrubbable timeline.

Want to focus on an image without the distraction of your desktop? Select a file and press 
Option-Space (or Command-Option-Y) to open the Quick Look view in full-screen view. You can 
also enter full-screen view by clicking the zoom button in the upper left (to the right of the close 
button) while viewing a file in a regular Quick Look window.

One final tip. Quick Look also works in Open dialogs, so you can select any file and press the Space 
bar to see the preview. You can even select multiple files and preview them just as though you had 
selected them in the Finder. The only caveat is that the Open with App button does not appear.

Quick Look Outside the Finder -- Quick Look isn’t limited to the Finder. The main additional 
place you’ll find it is in file transfer apps like Fetch, Transmit, and Cyberduck. In those apps, Quick 
Look is usually invoked in exactly the same way as in the Finder, with a click to select a file and then a 

press of the Space 
bar.
  However, various other OS X apps, including Mail and 
Messages, take advantage of Quick Look as well. In Mail, you 
can use Quick Look on attachments by clicking the paperclip 
button (which appears when you move the cursor to the 
message header area) and choosing Quick Look. In Messages, 
you can view all the attachments in a conversation by choosing 
File > Quick Look — it’s like previewing multiple files in the 
Finder with Quick Look, so you can navigate through them 

with arrow keys. Alternatively, double-click an attachment, select it and press the 
Space bar, or use a three-finger trackpad tap.

Safari, Mail, and Messages also let you summon a preview of a Web link with a 
three-finger tap on the trackpad (sorry, mouse users!). This may not be Quick 

Look 
behind the scenes, but it’s conceptually similar. If it doesn’t work for 
you, enable Look Up & Data Detectors in System Preferences > 
Trackpad > Point & Click.
  Quick Look from the Command Line -- If you prefer the 
command line for browsing, you can use Quick Look from Terminal 
with the command qlmanage -p filename. That’s handy for a quick 
glance into any file that’s not straight text and thus not viewable with 
the likes of less and tail. It’s a little fussy — it displays a bunch of debug 

messages and you have to close the Quick Look preview or press Control-C to quit the process — but it’s handy if you don’t want to switch back 
out to the Finder to look inside a file.

  The qlmanage -m command is also useful, since it displays all the loaded Quick Look plug-ins and may alert you to the existence of Quick Look 
support in apps you hadn’t realized supported Quick Look (DEVONthink! Evernote!). Since Quick Look plug-ins can conflict with one another 
(we haven’t yet figured out what determines loading order), qlmanage -m can help you determine which app has precedence. To suss out who was 
managing EPUB support in Quick Look (see below), we used qlmanage -m | grep epub, which filtered just the EPUB-related lines out of the full 
report.

  Another reason to use the qlmanage command is for paranoid security reasons. Whenever Quick Look is invoked, OS X creates a cache of the 
thumbnail data for future use, even if the file previewed was on an external drive. To prevent an attacker (with physical access, of course) from 
spelunking through the thumbnail cache, you can reset it with the command qlmanage -r cache. It’s not a concern for most people, but secret agents 
should take note.
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There’s a bug in Quick Look that fails to release previewed files right away. So if you preview a file with Quick Look, send it to the Trash, and 

immediately try to empty the Trash, the Finder won’t delete that file, claiming that it’s “in use.” The solution is either to wait a while for Quick Look 
to let go of the file, or to reset Quick Look with qlmanage -r and try again.

Finally, if you’re using a version of OS X prior to OS X 10.11 El Capitan, you can use the following Terminal command to enable copying text 
from the Quick Look window. Unfortunately, Apple decided to disable this option in El Capitan. Boo!

defaults write com.apple.finder QLEnableTextSelection -bool TRUE; killall Finder
Extend Quick Look with Plug-ins -- Quick Look supports a number of file types out of the box, but far from all of them. Thankfully, Apple 

created a plug-in interface for Quick Look so that developers could expand its capabilities, even without a companion app.
We’ve found a number of useful Quick Look plug-ins, but before we share that list, you need to know how to install them. All standalone Quick 

Look plug-ins are .qlgenerator files that need to live in /Library/QuickLook (if you want the plug-in to be accessible to all users on your Mac) or in 
~/Library/QuickLook (if only your user needs to be able to use it). Some Quick Look plug-ins are distributed as package files that you double-click 
to install in one of those locations. But most are just bare .qlgenerator files that need to be moved to a Library folder manually. To install them in 
your user Library folder, in the Finder, press Option and choose Go > Library. Then open the QuickLook folder (create it if necessary, noting that 
the folder name doesn’t have a space between the two words). Drag .qlgenerator files into this folder.

After installing a new Quick Look plug-in, OS X should notice and load it automatically, but if the plug-in doesn’t seem to work, you may need 
to refresh the Quick Look engine. A restart is easy, but you can instead either log out and back in or Control-Option-click the Finder icon in the 
Dock and choose Relaunch. Or, if you’re in Terminal, type qlmanage -r and press Return.

With that out of the way, here are some of our favorite Quick Look plug-ins:
Art View: One of only two commercial Quick Look plug-ins on this list, the $49.95 Art View helps graphic designers by both previewing Adobe 

InDesign and Illustrator files and providing additional information about embedded fonts and linked images. There’s a 15-day free trial if you want 
to give it a try.

BetterZip: BetterZip lets you peer inside a wide variety of compressed archives and even disk images! Just download the app, extract it from the 
.zip archive, drag it to your Applications folder, and restart your Mac. After that, when you use Quick Look on compressed archives and disk images, 
you’ll see a preview of their contents.

 HetimaClipping: If you select text and drag it to the Finder, you’ll get a text clipping, and you can insert that text into other apps by dragging it 
into the right location. Text clippings aren’t terribly useful, but part of the reason is that without this Quick Look plug-in, you can’t easily preview 
them. It also works with picture clipping files.

Murasaki: Although iBooks has a Quick Look plug-in, all it does is display the cover of the book, which isn’t much of a preview. For those who 
want to crack the covers on an EPUB, the best option we know of is the EPUB reader Murasaki, which includes a Quick Look plug-in that lets you 
scroll through the entire book. (Even better would be the Quick Look plug-in from the EPUB reader Scarlett, which shows the table of contents 
and theoretically lets you navigate within the book that way; sadly, it doesn’t display the text of the book at all.) Murasaki costs $7.99 from the Mac 
App Store, but it may be worthwhile for those who use EPUBs a lot or who would prefer a scrolling EPUB reader instead of the page-by-page 
approach of iBooks.

qlcolorcode: If you work with source code regularly, you probably appreciate how much more readable it is when individual elements are 
denoted with colored text. The qlcolorcode plug-in does just that, making source code files in Quick Look that much more parsable.

qlImageSize: The simple qlImageSize plug-in displays the dimensions and file size of images in the Quick Look title bar. It also enables Quick 
Look to show previews for a few otherwise unsupported graphic formats. It’s distributed as a package installer; Control-click it and choose Open 
from the contextual menu to launch the installer and install into /Library/QuickLook.

QLMarkdown: This plug-in enables Quick Look to display fully rendered Markdown files (see “Enable Quick Look for Markdown Files,” 17 
January 2013).

QLStephen: At last, you can view all of your favorite Stephens in Quick Look! Just kidding. The QLStephen plug-in lets you view text files 
without extensions in Quick Look. For instance, many downloaded packages include a README file that lacks a .txt extension in the filename and 
without this plug-in, Quick Look can’t display them.

QuickLookCSV: By default, Quick Look shows you previews of Numbers spreadsheets, but not comma separated values (CSV) files, which are 
often used to distribute spreadsheets. The QuickLookCSV plug-in displays these files, split into rows and columns.

Quicklook Video: The Quicklook Video plug-in adds support for more video formats than Apple offers out of the box.
For even more Quick Look goodness, check out the QuickLook Plugins List, which is the best centralized repository of Quick Look plug-ins.
Quick Look is easy to master, and once you get in the habit of using it, you’ll be all the more productive on your Mac. Let us know in the 

comments if you have any other Quick Look tricks or plug-ins that you find useful!
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Apple Pay, Coin, and the Still-Bulging Wallet

by Joe Kissell
As I’ve mentioned a few times (on this site and elsewhere), I’m not interested in buying all the shiny new things just because they’re shiny and new. 

I don’t buy gadgets hoping I’ll eventually find a use for them; rather, I start with problems I already have and look for technological solutions. And an 
actual problem I have, which has only become more irritating in recent years, is a bulging wallet.

To be fair, we’re not talking George Costanza levels of bulging. But still, my wallet has way too much stuff in it. Every few months or so I go 
through it and see what I can offload, and there are dozens of cards in my desk drawer that I use so rarely that I don’t bother keeping them in my 
wallet. Even so, I always carry certain debit and credit cards, because I might at any time need to get cash or make a deposit at an ATM, pay for 
things either as personal or business expenses, and so on. And I carry a half dozen loyalty cards, because I never know when I might have to stop at 
the supermarket, pharmacy, or whatever. And my health insurance card, zoo and library membership cards, driver’s license, a few business cards, and 
maybe even a little cash.

In short: way too much stuff. I don’t like the way it makes my pocket bulge, I don’t like having to root through a bunch of cards every time I make 
a transaction, and I don’t like all the aggravation I’d have to go through to cancel or replace everything if my wallet were lost or stolen. But the current 
contents of my wallet are about as minimal as I can make them given my lifestyle. I’m not going to repack it every morning with just the items I 
think I might need that day—it would be a huge hassle, and I’d guess wrong more often than not.

So, I was extremely enthusiastic about a couple of recent technologies that promised to solve this problem. But so far, I’ve been unimpressed with 
the results, in that even though the tech (sort of, sometimes) works, it hasn’t actually helped me slim down my wallet.

Coin
Announced back in 2013, Coin was supposed to replace all your cards that have magnetic stripes. It’s a device the exact size and shape as a credit 

card, and it has a magnetic stripe on the back. But it’s programmable via Bluetooth—you use a smartphone app to load up to eight cards at a time 
onto it (after scanning them with an included reader), and you can store as many as you like in the app. Press a button to select the card you want it 
to mimic at any particular moment, swipe it, and the result is (in theory) exactly the same as swiping the original card.

If that sounds suspiciously insecure, don’t worry; there are in fact a number of excellent security measures in place to prevent the Coin from being 
used fraudulently. In fact, security is the least of my concerns right now; basic functionality is much more of an issue.

I pre-ordered my Coin way back in November 2013, and it finally arrived today. I immediately fired up the app, paired the device, and started 
adding cards to it. The first few were accepted without difficulty. But the reader completely choked on several of my loyalty cards, refusing to get any 
data from them at all even after dozens of attempts. (And you can’t work around this just by entering a number manually; the swipe step is one of 
those essential security measures to prove you actually have the physical card.) The result is that I still have to keep all those cards in my wallet. (I’m 
talking to Coin’s tech support department about this, but so far I’m not optimistic about a fix.)

I reviewed Coin’s FAQ to see whether it might offer any suggestions, and that’s when I saw some newly added questions and answers that weren’t 
there back when I pre-ordered mine. One that particularly caught my attention was the statement that Coin cannot be used in readers with 
motorized mechanisms to ingest and eject cards—like all the ATMs at every branch of my bank. So… I guess I’ll have to keep all my debit cards in 
my wallet too.

In other words, I have this incredible new gadget that can, in theory, substitute for all my debit, credit, and loyalty cards, except that I still need to 
carry the actual cards—either because Coin won’t work in a machine I need to use or because it won’t read my physical card in the first place.

By adding Coin to my wallet, I was able to remove two cards, for a net reduction of one. Big fat deal. All this tech, but it didn’t actually solve the 
problem it promised to solve.

I know there are a number of competitors to Coin, such as Plastc and Wocket. Maybe one of these, or another similar product, would succeed 
where Coin fails for me, but I’m disinclined to spend a large sum of money to find out.

Surely, over time, some product of this sort will become sufficiently robust that it actually does what marketing claims. But right now, I’m feeling 
incredibly disappointed about this $50 gadget in my wallet that didn’t make good on the promise the company made when I ordered it a year and a 
half ago.

Apple Pay
Last year, along with the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, Apple announced Apple Pay, a payment system that lets you tap your iPhone (or, now, your Apple 
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Watch) on a payment terminal to securely pay for something with a credit or debit card. Once again, the promise was a replacement for the bulging 
wallet. Put all your credit and debit cards into Apple Pay and you won’t have to carry them around anymore.

Well, funny story.
I got an iPhone 6. And I added my cards to Apple Pay. And then I had to wait months before I happened upon a store that accepts Apple Pay. 

The system works just fine when I’m able to use it, but that’s very seldom. Only two or three of the stores I shop at with any regularity can accept 
Apple Pay, which means I still have to carry all my cards.

And sure, the network is expanding, and eventually, more merchants will accept it than not. Even so, as long as there’s a reasonable chance that I’ll 
ever have to pay for something with a physical card, I can’t leave that card at home. And I have a hard time imagining a future in which I have no 
doubt that every mom-and-pop coffee shop, used book store, and vending machine I encounter will let me use my phone (or watch) instead of a 
card. Which means I expect to keep carrying my cards for a long, long time.

Apple recently announced that in iOS 9, Apple Pay will also be able to use rewards cards. Well…sure, but presumably only for stores that work 
with Apple Pay’s contactless system in the first place. Which means it will continue to have zero effect on the thickness of my wallet.

What I’d Like
It makes no difference to me whether I pay with a tap of a phone, a swipe of a card, or some other gesture. What does matter to me is simplicity 

and clutter reduction. In this respect, I think a card with a magnetic stripe (or, soon, a chip-and-PIN card) is more likely to be a universal solution, at 
least in the foreseeable future, than something like Apple Pay. Bonus points if that card can also store and display barcodes, which would substitute 
for even more of my cards. (And yes, I know I can do that with an iPhone app, subject to many restrictions and qualifications.)

But these are merely technological details. What I really want, right now, is honesty from the companies pushing wallet-slimming “solutions” that 
in fact do nothing of the sort. I get it—the tech is still in development, still in its early stages. That’s fine. These things need lots of testing, buy-in 
from merchants and payment processors, equipment upgrades, whatever. I understand. But the fact is that the thing you buy today will not actually 
enable you to leave all (or even most, or perhaps any) of your cards at home. So don’t make claims you can’t deliver on. That’s all I’m asking, but it 
irritates me that I should have to ask.
Reprinted with permission from Joe Kissell - Creator and author of the Joe on Tech web site
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MacBook Accessories Reduce Single USB-C Port 
Inconvenience — Apple’s minimalist ethos has struck again, 
causing the company’s 2015 MacBook to be equipped with just a 
single USB-C port. Most people agree this is not enough. 
Third-party port-expansion products are now available, though, 
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Ojeda-Zapata looks at a sampling of USB-C accessories.

Google Docs Exports EPUBs, But Not Well — If you use 
Google Docs, you may have noticed a new download option: 
Download as EPUB Publication. Unfortunately, the new 
capability is only marginally useful at present.

AT&T Adds International Support to Wi-Fi Calling — Not 
content to let Verizon Wireless catch up in the Wi-Fi calling space, 
AT&T has expanded its Wi-Fi calling service so it works for 
customers traveling outside of the United States.
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sensible. For those using Verizon Wireless or Sprint, similar options 
are available.
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Reviews
StoryBoard Artist Studio 7

by L. Davenport

StoryBoard Artist is a program that helps individuals create and print storyboards. Storyboards are sequential illustrations or images (like a comic 
book) that outline a scene or a script. They can be rough sketches or intricate 3D illustrations and the finished sketches are usually tacked to the wall 
or a cork-board in long rows for quick viewing and easy rearranging. 

Many movie studios, companies that create video games, live stage productions, etc. use storyboards to pre-visualize their animation or live action 
movie, TV show, event, motion graphics, interactive media (video games) sequences, or live theatrical play scenes.

The Storyboarding Process
In the movie industry, an artist takes the movie script and breaks it into a series of quickly drawn images which tells the story from the camera’s 

point of view. Storyboards often include arrows that depict the actor’s or camera’s movement within a shot, occasional notes, and (optionally) it 
includes the dialog. Being able to pre-visualize a movie’s sequence allows film directors to spot potential problems with the camera angles or the flow 
of their films. This is more cost effective than to realize the problem(s) after the expensive and time consuming shooting of a scene or entire movie.

Libraries
Traditionally, storyboards are hand drawn (either on paper or digitally using a computer’s pen tablet). Though you can still hand draw your 

storyboards within StoryBoard Artist, it really isn’t necessary. StoryBoard Artist takes another approach. It comes with a wide variety of ready-made 

Figure 1. This is the StoryBoard Artist’s main work space. The Frame window (upper left corner) is showing one of the 
default backgrounds plus two of the stock 3D Posable characters. The Library Palette sits at the upper right of the window. 
Here you can see some of the available characters along with some of the available interiors, exteriors, and props. The 
bottom right shows the Layers palette. The Timeline and sound Tracks crosses the bottom of the window. 
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location, prop, and character images that you can place in your storyboards:
Characters/actors: Three types of characters are included in the StoryBoard Artists 

package:  
• The “3D Posable Characters” come with many predefined poses, but they can also be 

freely rotated (Figure 2). They also have “Joins” so you can reposition or rotate the 
character’s limbs, head, and body using X, Y, Z axis sliders (similar to the joints being 
moved on an imported 3D object as illustrated in Figure 10).

• 3D Rendered Characters can’t be freely rotated. They come with preset pose rotations and 
elevations. They also have expressions that you can apply (Figure 3 & 4).

• The Colorizable 2D Vector Characters come in a variety of pre-made poses, rotations, and 
elevations (figure 6). 
Locations: There are multiple Interior and Exterior locations available. 
The Interior locations are grouped in categories of: 
• Commercial: library, museum, office rooms, elevator, corridors, etc. 
• Entertainment: restaurants, computer store, theater, etc.
• Industrial: Inside factories, control rooms, etc.
• Transportation: inside cars, planes, airport terminals - including baggage checks, etc. 
• Home: All sorts of rooms and furniture
• Sets: House walls with doors etc 
The Exterior locations are grouped into categories of: 
• Metro: big city buildings, parks, baseball fields, etc. 
• Suburbs: schools, trains, planes, junkyards, etc, 
• Country: highways, bridges, tunnels, etc. 
• Landmarks from around the world. 
• Water: beaches, Boats, Marinas, Underwater, etc. 
• Nature: various landscapes from different times of the year. 
• 3D Scenes: 3D rooms and buildings.
Props:
The prop categories are: Food, Furniture, Hand props (luggage, sports equipment, tools, 

equipment), Nature (animals, trees, planets), and Transportation. I think the rest are self-explanatory, 
so I won’t give examples this time.

All of the ready-made content makes it very easy to put together or stage your frames/storyboard. 

Figure 2. The “3D Posable Characters” come with many poses, depicted by black 
silhouettes on a purple background. The illustration on the left shows the sitting 
position being chosen along with a screenshot showing the resulting pose. Then 
you can use the Orbit tool to freely rotate (in any direction) the character to the 
view or angle that you want (right image).

Figure 4. The 3D Rendered Characters come 
with 8 “Head Shots”. Each of these shows a 
different expression ranging from happy to sad.

Figure 3. Unlike the “3D Posable 
Characters” that can be freely rotated, the 
“3D Rendered Characters” have their poses 
already “Baked in”. This means they only 
have eight horizontal (rotation) angles plus 4 
vertical angles (overhead, high angle, eye 
level, and low angle).

Figure 5. Each of these arrow elements 
are provided to help indicate in-frame 
motion or camera motion.
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But it must be mentioned that the location and prop images are not photo-realistic. These 
are loosely painted images. They really look like photographs that have been converted into 
painted/cartoon images using a third party program. But since you aren’t trying to draw 
great works of art or high-end animations, they are adequate for storyboarding purposes.

Custom libraries: If the provided libraries don’t contain the images that you want to use 
in your storyboard, you can create a custom library using you own images, logos, and digital 
pictures.

User Interface 
StoryBoard Artists’ interface elements include (refer to Figure 1): 
1. Frame Window - where you draw or compose your storyboard frames. 
2. Menu Bar with pull-down menus located at the top of the screen 
3. Navigation Toolbar 
4. Tabs that can be used to access different Toolbars 
5. Toolbars that display tool icons that can be used to navigate and perform functions
6. Library Palettes 
7. Color Palette 

Storyboarding
A storyboard project consist of frames, scenes, and acts:

• Frames (a single drawing) represent actions as seen through the camera’s lens.
• Scenes are composed a series of frames. In animations, there is usually a new scene 

whenever the camera angle changes. With live-action productions, this is called a shot. 
Typically, a new shot is created for things like going from a mid shot to a close shot, when 
the shot goes from the inside the house to outside, etc.

• An Act is one or more scenes that are grouped together representing 
a story arc.
Whenever you add a new frame (and then pose your characters 

and props there-in), small thumbnails of these frames appear at the 
bottom of the Storyboard Artist window. This way you can quickly 
see the progression of your story. If you notice that a frame or scene 
would go better in a different location, you can quickly and easily 
grab the frame or group of frames and move them to a new location. 

Every Frame has 18 accompanying Caption Windows. These 
allow you to add text or data relevant to each frame. The available 
windows range from Sequence, Scene, or Shot numbers to Action 
notes, Dialog, Makeup, Costume, and Lighting notes.

In addition to images, StoryBoard Artist can also import (text) 
scripts in the following formats: FCF, TAG, RTF, and Final Draft 
scripts in both File Converter Format (FCF) and Final Draft v.8 
Format (FDX).

Getting started
When you open StoryBoard Artist you are given the opportunity to 

choose the Aspect Ratio (width vs. height) of the frames in which your 
storyboards will be composed. The available resolution presets range from “21:9 CinemaWide (2.33)” [1024 x 428] to “4:3 SDTV 1.33” [1024 x 
768]. If your desired resolution isn’t listed, you can create a custom resolution.

Graphics
You can compose your storyboard frames using imported graphics, images drawn using StoryBoard Artist’s draw tools, any of StoryBoard Artist's 

pre-drawn Library objects, or a combination of all three. Once a graphic is placed in the Frame window, it can be modified to help you best share 
your vision of the shot you are composing. These images, each can be: 
• Grouped (and then ungrouped)

Figure 7. The “Import Movie wizard” can import a frame from a video 
so you can place it in a your storyboard. The video’s perspective can be 
changed so the imported frame can be used as a wall, TV Screen, 
computer monitor, etc. 

Figure 6. The Colorizable Vector Characters 
(shown at the top of this image) have a wide 
variety of ready-made poses that that you can 
use. 
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• Layered/stacked on top of, or behind 

each other to show foreground / 
background relationships

• Zoomed or stretched to be larger or 
smaller (to indicate close up or long 
shots) 

• Cropped (to show only a portion of 
an image or so it can be combined 
with another image) 

• Flipped or Rotated. 

Drawing
StoryBoard Artist supports two types 

of graphic files:
• Bitmap images: These are graphics 

that are made of pixels (which 
resemble tiny dots) laid out on a grid. 
Since bitmap images often require 
large amounts of storage space, 
StoryBoard Artist will compress the 
images for you.

• Vector images: These are graphics 
that are made of scalable objects and 
lines (which use a mathematical 
equation rather than individual dots 
or pixels). Vector objects can be 
scaled without losing line sharpness 
(unlike pixel lines that will eventually 
blur with resizing).
Storyboard Artist comes with drawing and painting tools along with a 

wide variety of colors. The Draw Toolbar contains many familiar art tools 
such as the Paint, Text, Line, Rectangle, and Bezier tools. There are also 
Directional Arrows that can be used to indicate "into", "out of" and 
"across" the frame movement (Frame 5). 

Importing
The importable file formats includes: BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, PICT, 

PDF, TIFF, PSD, and SKP. StoryBoard Artist can also import 
Photoshop layers into separate sequential frames or as separate 
images/layers in one frame.

There is a Folder Import option that lets you drag a whole folder of 
images into StoryBoard Artist. Each image in the folder will be imported 
into successive new frames. Each image’s name will be given to the frame 
that it will be placed into.

You can also glean images from movies using StoryBoard Artist’s Import Movie Wizard. (Figure 7).

3D Objects
StoryBoard Artist can import 3D models that were saved in the Google SketchUp, Google 3D Warehouse (.skp), or Autodesk (FBX) formats. 

The FBX model’s “Joints” remain intact. So if you turn on the “Show Joints” option, click on one of the red dots, and then move the X, Y, Z axis 
sliders, the model’s appendages will rotate around the selected joint. In the Figure 10 (right image) example, I was able to make the futuristic Police 
Walker take a step and swivel its turret. 

If your FBX file has multiple materials (colors) associated with it, you can change their colors using the Materials Name drop down box (Figure 
11).  

Figure 8. If you are in a hurry, you can speed up the storyboarding process by using the QuickShot 
tool. This has drop-down menus that let you choose from predefined Shot Types, Characters, and 
Locations. In the above example, I chose the “Over the shoulder left” Shot Type, a male and a 
female actor, and the “Airport Concourse” Location. Clicking the “Create” button made a new 
frame and then placed all of the components in the correct location.

Figure 9. When the QuickShot tool creates a frame, it also places text 
in the selected Caption window. In this example, since the “Action” 
Caption was selected, it placed the location at the top. Below that, it 
lists the Shot Type (Over-the-shoulder) along with the names of the 
actors “Man 1” and “Woman 1”.
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Lighting

The mood or look of the imported 3D 
models and the included 3D Posable objects 
can be changed by adjusting the the color 
and intensity of the Direct or Ambient Light. 
You can increase or decrease a specific light 
by dragging the light sliders or change the 
light’s color using a color picker. You can also 
use the Rotate Tool will rotate the lights 
around the object.

Layers
Layers help you keep your artwork 

organized and it lets you edit individual 
components in each frame. For example, in 
Figure 1,  the Airport Concourse is on Layer 
1, the Woman is on layer 2 and the Man is 
on layer 3. By having them on separate 
layers, you can quickly modify the model or 
drawing on an individual layer without 
effecting the model or drawings on the other 
layers. 

Crop and Mask Tools
You can use the Crop or Mask tools to crop 

away parts of your frame’s image. For example, 
you can crop away the bottom half of a body 
to give the illusion that your character is 
standing behind a counter, car, etc.  

Special Effects
Not only does StoryBoard Artist come with character, landscapes, and props, but it also has Effects that 

can be applied to your frames: Drop Shadow, Depth of Field (it blurs the background), Flip the Shot 
Horizontally or Vertically, add a Green or Black Screen, add Fog or Haze, and change the whole frame to 
Black & White or Sepia.

Key Color
The Key Color tool can be used to key out 

(make it transparent) a color from your 
imported images. Figure 12 shows the green 
screen background being keyed out from 
behind the imported image of a Minotaur. 
On occasion when you key out a color, a 
thin outline of that color still surrounds your 
image. If this happens, you can use Key 
Color’s Tolerance slider to remove the 
remaining color.

The Timeline and Animatics
The Timeline (that lines the bottom of 

the work window) shows your project in an 
easy-to-view linear graphic format. As you 
compose frames, StoryBoard Artist adds 

Figure 10. StoryBoard Artist can import 3D models 
that were saved in the Google SketchUp, Google 3D 
Warehouse (.skp), or Autodesk (FBX) formats. The 
FBX model’s “Joints” remain intact. So if you turn on 
the “Show Joints”, click on one of the red dots (see the 
top right image), and then move the X, Y, Z axis sliders 
(shown in the left image), the model’s appendages will 
rotate around the selected joint. In this example, I was 
able to make the futuristic Police Walker take a step 
and swivel its turret.

Figure 11. If your FBX file has 
multiple materials (colors) associated 
with it, you can use the color picker 
to modify/change these material 
colors.

Figure 12. The “Key Color” tool can be used to make a color transparent, such as in removing 
the unwanted green screen background from behind this imported image of a Minotaur. 
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thumbnails to the Timeline. 

StoryBoard Artist isn’t a full animation package but it does let you play frames like a movie. These 
movies/animations are called Animatics. Animatics can be used for commercial, animation, video, and 
feature films previews. The Animatic timelines can have transitions - including animation between 
frames and sound track layers (the supported sound formats are: WAVE, AIFF, and MP3). The 
Timeline can also be used to synchronize the timing of picture to sound for linear projects and to set the 
frames relationship to each other.

Overview Window
In addition to being able to view your storyboard frames in the Timeline, you can also use the 

Overview window. This groups the frame thumbnails in rows located on the right side of the 
StoryBoard Artist window. The thumbnails are slightly larger than the ones in the timeline (which 
makes it easier to see the frame’s illustrations) plus the location information is listed at the bottom of 
each thumbnail (Figure 13). The overview window can also be used to shuffle or rearrange the order of 
the frames in your projects.

Border & Aspect Overlays
Frames can have overlay borders which can be used to enhance your printed projects (Figure 14). If 

you don’t see a border style that suits your needs, you can create your own custom border overlays.
Frames can also have Aspect Overlays to show the safe-compose area. Aspect Overlays are available in 

all StoryBoard Artist aspect ratios: Standard Def, iMax Film, Euro Feature, High Def, US Feature, 
iMax Digital, and Cinema Scope.

QuickShot
If you are in a hurry, you can speed up the storyboarding process by using the QuickShot tool. This 

has drop-down menus that let you choose from predefined Shot Types, Characters, and Locations. In 
the Figure 8 example, I chose the “Over the shoulder left” Shot Type, a male and a female (vector) 
actor, and the “Airport Concourse” Location. Clicking the “Create” button made a new frame and then placed all of the components in the correct 
location.

When the QuickShot tool creates a frame, it also places text in the selected Caption window. In this example, since the “Action” Caption was 
selected, QuickShot placed the Location information at the top of the caption. Below that, it listed the Shot Type (Over-the-shoulder) along with 
the names of the actors “Man 1” and “Woman 1” (Figure 9).

Multi-Path Projects
In addition to creating Storyboards to print out on paper or made into animatics (that move through the frames from start to finish), you can also 

create non-linear interactive presentations for Web, DVD, game and interactive or enhanced TV (ITV) productions. In short, this involves making 
buttons and hot spots that link to different parts of your storyboard. Just like using DVD chapter buttons to jump to a chapter before or after the 
current chapter.

Pen Tablet Support
Those with pen Tablets will be pleased to know that my Wacom Intuos 

pen tablet worked just fine with the StoryBoard Artist Studio program.

Printing the Storyboard
Once you have completed your storyboard, its time to print. You start by 

choosing which Page elements you want printed, e.g. Frame image, 
Scene/Shot/Shooting number, Dialog, Camera, Lighting, Costume info, etc. 
Then you can choose from one of StoryBoard Artist’s preset StoryBoard 
Layouts or create a custom layout (where you arrange the elements in the 
way you want).

You can have the images printed as-is, or you can use the Sketch option to 
give your frames a sketched look. The available sketch styles are: Simple Sketch, Charcoal, Graphic Pen, and Halftone. Each sketch type has six 
sketch intensity levels, ranging from “No Sketch” to “Heavy”.

Figure 14. If you want, you can add Border Overlays to give 
your Storyboards a stylistic edge.

Figure 13. The Overview tab allows 
you to view all of your frames as 
thumbnails and easily move back and 
forth between them. It also gives you an 
easy way to shuffle the order of the 
boards/frames in your project.
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The final step is to print the storyboard or save your document as a PDF file so you can take it to a print-shop to have it printed there.

Exporting
StoryBoard Artist can export your storyboard project in various formats: 
H.264 Video Flash Video iMovie Project EDL/Timing sheet Link Data  
XML Final Cut Pro 7   Breakdown Text Data SA Shot Assistant*  HTML                
Frame /File Series Objects MetaSync ePub iBooks 
*This lets you save a file to your computer and then email it to your phone or upload it a web server so you can download the project to your 

iPhone or iPad (see the next heading for additional information about this option).
StoryBoard Artist includes a cross-platform, compressed file format. This format can be opened on both Mac and Windows versions of 

StoryBoard Artist and, with new automatic compression, .sba files are smaller than ever. 

Storyboard Quick Direct (iOS Mobile App)
There is a mobile (iOS) version of StoryBoard called StoryBoard Quick Direct. Rather than one universal App, 

there is a separate App version for the iPhone and another for the iPad. The mobile apps are designed for filmmakers 
of every level so they can compose their ideas while they are out 
in the field (you never know when inspiration will strike). They 
can also be used to create and then show off your storyboards 
and cinematic ideas to clients when you are away from the office. 
As an added bonus, the storyboards can be imported into 
StoryBoard Artist or StoryBoard Quick on your laptop or 
desktop Mac for additional tweaking.

StoryBoard Artist versions
PowerProduction sells two StoryBoard Artist versions - 

StoryBoard Artist and StoryBoard Artist Studio. The Studio 
version contains more options than the non-Studio version. This review covered the Studio version. If you don’t have deep pockets for the Studio 
version nor need all of the options of either of the Studio Artist versions, PowerProduction also sells two less expensive storyboarding programs called 
Storyboard Quick and Storyboard Quick Studio. The Storyboard Price and Features web page lists the difference between all four. Check it out to 
find the version that best suits your needs and pocketbook.

The Skinny
Evaluation: I have used two types of Storyboard making programs - both of which are used by the movie industry. The first used the traditional 
drawing technique and the second (this one) has you using pre-made characters, backgrounds, and props. After using both, I must admit that I like 
StoryBoard Artist better. The reason: I can create a whole series of frames (using the QuickShot tool) in the time it would take me to draw just one 
frame in the other program. 

I must admit that the included artwork isn’t of the highest quality (I own 2D backgrounds and 3D figures that are more detailed). That said, I 
think they show enough detail to convey the characters and actions needed for each frame. Besides, these aren’t meant for the “Big Screen”. They are 
for directors, etc. to plot out the flow of their movie or productions.

I think that StoryBoard Artist would be great for individuals that have a hard time drawing, since a wide variety of the content and poses are 
already made for you. All you have to do is choose the ones you want to use. On the other hand, it also gives artists the option to create their content 
from scratch or use a combination of hand drawn and Library content. So it is a versatile program.

Requires: Macintosh: OS X 10.6 - 10.11, 256 MG RAM, 20 GB HD
 Mobile Apps: iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch, iOS 7.0+

Company: PowerProduction Software

Price: (All Mac versions are currently on sale)
 StoryBoard Artist 7: $499 StoryBoard Artist Studio 7: $899
 StoryBoard Quick: $249 StoryBoard Quick Studio: $349
 StoryBoard Quick Direct for iPhone: $19.99* StoryBoard Quick Direct for iPad: $29.99*
 *Additional in-App purchases are available

Figure 15. You can increase or decrease a specific light by dragging the light 
sliders. You can also change the light’s color using a color picker or use the 
Rotate Tool will rotate the lights around the object

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-for/id501440298?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-for/id501440298?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-hd/id504372138?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-hd/id504372138?mt=8
http://www.powerproduction.com/store.html
http://www.powerproduction.com/store.html
http://www.powerproduction.com
http://www.powerproduction.com
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Google Gives Away Its Nik Collection Photo-editing Apps

by Julio Ojeda-Zapata
Google has made a freebie of its Nik Collection, a set of advanced Mac and PC photo editing tools that, until last week, cost $150, and at one 

time went for $500. The company is issuing refunds to those who purchased the suite in 2016.
The seven Nik Collection editing tools, a part of Google’s 2012 acquisition of Nik Software, work both as standalone apps and as plug-ins for 

Adobe’s Lightroom and Photoshop programs, as well as for Apple’s now-defunct 
Aperture, which some still use. The full download is 590 MB.

The Nik Collection tools are:
• Analog Efex Pro for mimicking classic films and lenses
• Color Efex Pro for color correction and retouching
• Silver Efex Pro for black-and-white editing
• Viveza for adjusting color and tonality
• HDR Efex Pro for exploiting HDR effects
• Dfine for advanced noise reduction
• Sharpener Pro for sharpening
Google has not said whether it will continue to update the Nik Collection, but it 

seems to be signaling that the suite has now become abandonware.
In a Google+ post, the company wrote, “As we continue to focus our long-term 

investments in building incredible photo editing tools for mobile ... we’ve decided 
to make the Nik Collection desktop suite available for free, so that now anyone can use it.”

Mac and iOS users should probably not wait for the collection to spawn Apple Photos 
extensions any time soon.

Google’s Nik Software buyout has been a mixed blessing for photography enthusiasts in 
recent years. The acquisition included Snapseed picture-editing apps for iOS and Mac. 
But in 2013 Google killed the Mac version (along with a PC version) even though Nik 
had announced the product only about a year earlier, just before being acquired. Google 
has said it will continue upgrading its Snapseed iOS app (a universal app with full iPad 
compatibility) along with an Android version, though.

Google also used the Nik technology to turbocharge the photo editing controls that 
were a part of its Google+ social network. But those advanced tools later vanished, replaced 
with far simpler ones when Google+ Photos transformed into the standalone Google 
Photos service.

In a semi-related development, Google in February 2016 announced that it’s shutting 
down its Mac- and PC-based Picasa photo organizing apps, which it acquired when it bought out Picasa, Inc. in 2004.

It now appears that Google is focusing on the Google Photos service, with frequent updates to the service’s mobile apps and Web app. Just last 
week, it unveiled a smart album feature along with interface tweaks. Google Photos also now supports Apple’s Live Photos feature.

Unfortunately, the Nik Collection is entirely disconnected from Google Photos and 
Snapseed, making it awkward for Google fans wanting to use all of the above.

Still, free is free, and there’s no reason not to get the app suite while it’s there for the taking 
— and it might not be in the future if, indeed, Google has no further plans to upgrade this 
product.

But casual photo editing buffs beware: the Nik Collection is not entry-level stuff, like 
Google Photos and Apple’s Photos. The Nik apps have daunting interfaces and steep 
learning curves. For the average user, the suite may be overkill.

Nor is the Nik Collection a single, integrated product, meaning that you have to open and 
close these tools sequentially if you are doing heavy surgery on an image. This is true 
regardless of whether the tools are being used in a standalone capacity, or as Lightroom and 
Photoshop plug-ins.

And the suite’s total lack of integration with Apple Photos may be a deal-breaker for many 
Mac-based picture enthusiasts.

But for those who like experimenting with a wide range of editing tools on their Macs, the 
Nik Collection is now an amazing bargain.

https://plus.google.com/+NikCollection/posts/AFGsG2Di7EK
https://plus.google.com/+NikCollection/posts/AFGsG2Di7EK
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/
https://plus.google.com/+VicGundotra/posts/2YWhK1K3FA5
https://plus.google.com/+VicGundotra/posts/2YWhK1K3FA5
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/analog-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/analog-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/color-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/color-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/silver-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/silver-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/viveza/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/viveza/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/hdr-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/hdr-efex-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/dfine/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/dfine/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/sharpener-pro/
https://www.google.com/nikcollection/products/sharpener-pro/
https://plus.google.com/+NikCollection/posts/AFGsG2Di7EK
https://plus.google.com/+NikCollection/posts/AFGsG2Di7EK
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT205245
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT205245
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT205245
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT205245
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snapseed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snapseed
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/snapseed/id439438619?mt=8&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/snapseed/id439438619?mt=8&at=10l5PW
http://www.popphoto.com/gear/2013/03/google-kills-snapseed-desktop-app
http://www.popphoto.com/gear/2013/03/google-kills-snapseed-desktop-app
http://www.macworld.com/article/1164729/snapseed_photo_editor_is_coming_to_mac_app_store.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/1164729/snapseed_photo_editor_is_coming_to_mac_app_store.html
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2048631/google-snaps-snapseed-into-chrome-browser.html
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2048631/google-snaps-snapseed-into-chrome-browser.html
http://www.cnet.com/news/google-yanks-tool-for-advanced-online-photo-editing/
http://www.cnet.com/news/google-yanks-tool-for-advanced-online-photo-editing/
https://photos.google.com/
https://photos.google.com/
https://photos.google.com/
https://photos.google.com/
http://googlephotos.blogspot.com/2016/02/moving-on-from-picasa.html
http://googlephotos.blogspot.com/2016/02/moving-on-from-picasa.html
http://googlephotos.blogspot.com/2016/02/moving-on-from-picasa.html
http://googlephotos.blogspot.com/2016/02/moving-on-from-picasa.html
http://googlepress.blogspot.com/2004/07/google-acquires-picasa.html
http://googlepress.blogspot.com/2004/07/google-acquires-picasa.html
https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2016/03/smarter-photo-albums-without-work.html
https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2016/03/smarter-photo-albums-without-work.html
http://www.theverge.com/2016/3/7/11174350/google-photos-live-photos-ios-support
http://www.theverge.com/2016/3/7/11174350/google-photos-live-photos-ios-support
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of 
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the 
intersection of North Academy and Dublin). 

Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on 
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south 
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to 
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance 
is on the west side of the building.

Smoking is not permitted on the premises. 

SIG meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at Fire Station #18’s meeting room - located at: 6830 Hadler View 
[the fire station is behind Walgreens]. 

Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd (head west), turn right on Centennial, left on Flying W Ranch Rd., right on Hadler View.
#2) (This route is bumpier and probably not the best for winter travel) Take I-25 to E. Woodman/W. Rockrimmon Blvd., turn right on Vindicator 
(at the Safeway intersection), and then right on Hadler View.
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Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and 
access to the bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG 
renewal membership dues ($25) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the 
following year. Use the following table for NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

! JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $25.00!! APR 1 to JUN 30 - $21.00
! JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $14.00! ! OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $7.00

Please Print Clearly!! ! ! ! ! Today’s Date!

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc. 
Skip Mundy, Treasurer   
PO Box 62741 
Colorado Springs, CO   80962 

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. 
I do not want one or I already have 

Business Telephone 

About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the First 
Tuesday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

